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Background and Motivation

Theories of the cognitive architecture (Langley et al., 2009) aim to specify the constant features of the human mind. They make assumptions about the representation and organization of memory, as well as about performance and learning mechanisms that operate over its structures. They specifically do not include content that changes, whether rapidly through reasoning and problem solving or gradually through learning.

However, we also know that humans are highly adaptive and they can work on a given task in many different ways. This creates a tension between the desire to identify universals in human cognition and to explain observed variation. Some architectures, like Soar (Laird et al., 1987) and Epic (Kieras & Meyer, 1997), make few commitments except for knowledge representation and the basic cognitive cycle. In contrast, ICARUS (Langley et al., 2009) makes more specific claims about structures and mechanisms, committing to means-ends analysis for problem solving and to reactive control for execution.

In recent research, we have sought a middle ground, devising a new cognitive architecture that incorporates stronger assumptions than Soar and Epic, but weaker ones than ICARUS. In this paper, we present the phenomena it attempts to cover, its theoretical postulates, and planned extensions to the framework. We will see that the theory builds on classic ideas but combines them in novel ways that move beyond its predecessors.

Variation in Problem Solving

Humans exhibit the ability to solve novel problems, with an important case being generation of multi-step plans that achieve goals. The standard theory of problem solving, due to Newell and Simon (1972), states this involves search through a problem space that operates over states, goals, and operators encoded as symbol structures. Heuristics or rules of thumb guide this search process and make it tractable even with limited resources.

Despite these high-level regularities, people also show considerable variety in problem-solving behavior. For instance, they use means-ends analysis on puzzles like the Tower of Hanoi (Newell & Simon, 1972), but rely on forward search in games like chess (de Groot, 1978). Domain expertise accounts for some of these differences, but others appear due to generic strategies that determine search direction, operator selection, and other matters. Our research has led to an expanded theory of human problem solving that comprises five postulates:

- Plans are represented by hierarchical decomposition (AND) trees, in which each node is a problem and every child denotes a subproblem of its parent.
- Problem solving involves the recursive decomposition of problems into subproblems, with alternative candidates organized into a search (OR) tree.
- Problem solving operates in a cognitive cycle of five stages: problem selection, intention generation, subproblem creation, and failure/success checking.
- Strategic knowledge – encoded as domain-independent control elements – governs decisions at each stage to produce different problem-solving strategies.
- Domain expertise takes the form of generalized decompositions that specify how to break a problem into subproblems and that serve as higher-level operators.

We have incorporated these tenets into FPS, a problem solver that implements the theory (Langley et al., 2014). We have tested the system on multiple domains, including puzzles like the Tower of Hanoi and planning tasks involving logistics. We have demonstrated that FPS can solve problems in these domains, that its strategic knowledge reproduces familiar behaviors like means-ends analysis and forward search, and that domain knowledge reduces search and makes problem solving tractable.

Variation in Plan Execution

Humans also exhibit the ability to carry out complex sequential activities over time to achieve their goals (Miller et al., 1960). There are different accounts of such extended behavior, but they generally agree on major features. This topic has been studied mainly in the context of skilled behavior, but similar accounts apply to the execution of plans generated during problem solving, which we argue involve two distinct but linked processes.

Again, although human execution of skills and plans follows some high-level regularities, there remains considerable variation. The field of motor behavior saw a long debate about whether people utilize closed-loop (Adams, 1971) or open-loop (Schmidt, 1982) control, yet it is now clear this differs across individuals and situations. Our theory of plan execution includes four claims:

- Plans and skills are stored as hierarchical decomposition trees like those produced during problem solving.
- Plan execution operates by traversing these decomposition trees from top to bottom and from left to right, with physical actions occurring at terminal nodes.
• This process involves a cognitive cycle with five stages: intention selection, condition checking, intention enactment, perceptual inspection, and effects checking.
• Strategic knowledge – stated as domain-independent control elements – governs decisions at each stage of the cycle to produce different execution strategies.

We have incorporated these ideas into FPE, a flexible plan executor that embodies the theory. We have tested this module on the same domains as FPS, demonstrating that it can carry out hierarchical plans in simulated environments and that it supports a variety of execution strategies, such as open-loop and closed-loop control.

Interleaving Execution with Planning

Just as people exhibit different strategies for plan generation and plan execution, so can they interleave these two processes in distinct ways. This interaction has been less studied than either problem solving or execution in isolation, but some things are clear. In certain settings, a person can generate a complete plan before executing it in an open-loop manner. In others, the problem is so complex, as in difficult puzzles, or the environment is sufficiently unpredictable, as in playing chess, that they must alternate between extending and executing a plan.

Our theory of how humans interleave planning with execution adds two postulates to our earlier accounts:

• Domain-independent strategic control elements determine whether the system proceeds to the next stage of processing or transfers control to the other module.
• The primary loci of control reside in the fourth stage of problem solving – success checking – and the second stage of execution – condition checking.

We have extended FPS and FPE to incorporate these assumptions, letting them operate jointly as parts of an integrated architecture. This uses the problem solver to generate a plan, then shifts to execution and returns to problem solving when monitoring reveals the need. Exactly when the shifts occur depends on the control elements. We have used different settings to reproduce execution only after forming a top-level plan, alternation between looking N steps ahead and taking a single action (as in game-playing systems), and execution upon solving each subproblem (as in ICARUS). Moreover, computational studies have shown that strategy effectiveness interacts with domain characteristics (Bai et al., 2015).

Strategy Variation and Adaptation

These accounts of variation in problem solving, plan execution, and interleaving make a clear contribution to our understanding of high-level cognition. However, they remain incomplete in that they do not clarify the conditions under which humans utilize different strategies. In ongoing work, we are extending the theory and its implementation to address this challenge.

The central idea is that strategy variation is the result of mental adaptation. The human cognitive architecture has access to each strategy handled by our theory, and it can switch among them as appropriate. This functionality requires access to meta-level information about the state of problem solving, such as branching factors in the forward and backward directions, and execution, such as the reliability of actions. This means that the strategic control elements must include conditions that match against such meta-level data.

We are currently extending the FPS and FPE modules to support such adaptive behavior. We intend to demonstrate that the revised architecture decides for itself which strategies to use during problem solving, plan execution, and interleaving of these activities. The result will be a more complete account of high-level cognition that is consistent with earlier theories but combines their ideas in novel ways to explain important phenomena.
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